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2020 presented many challenges 
for our region. Despite those 
challenges, Reinvent Hampton 
Roads and our partners continued 
to look for creative ways to keep 
collaboration efforts energized and 
regional stakeholders actively 
engaged.  Through the pandemic, 
the Reinvent office never closed. 

As Reinvent Hampton Roads reaches the five-year anniversary of its 
founding, it is appropriate to reflect on our significant 
accomplishments; both as Reinvent itself, and as the managers of the 
highly successful GO VA Program for Region 5. Much of the work that 
invigorated our work that started in January of 2016 has established a 
record of significant regional successes in economic development 
collaboration.  

It is important and appropriate to recognize and acknowledge the 
thoughtful work of the Hampton Roads Community Foundation that 
preceded the concept and creation of Reinvent Hampton Roads in 
2016.  Without the hard work and significant financial support of the 
Hampton Roads Community Foundation, Reinvent Hampton Roads 
would not have happened.  

Reinvent’s mission will continue to identify opportunities and improve 
the economic performance of the Hampton Roads economy by 
creating more higher paying jobs.   We will strive to be a trusted ally 
for regional progress and prosperity for all Hampton Roads’ 
communities and citizens. 

From President and CEO: James Spore From President and CEO: James Spore 
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This Annual report follows on the heels of the November 2020 Assessment of Specific Regional 
Opportunities previously prepared and focused on the two-year anniversary of the Reinvent 
Hampton Roads’ Board of Directors’ identification of 15 Specific Regional Opportunities.  As 
such, some of the information contained in this report may repeat previously provided 
information.  In addition, Reinvent’s mission is considerably more comprehensive in its scope 
than the pursuit of the 15 Specific Regional Opportunities.  The results of those more 
encompassing efforts will be chronicled in this report and the attachments provided.  

Perhaps the best approach to depicting the comprehensive nature of Reinvent’s 
involvement is to tie back to the Job Creation Model created in early 2016.  Reinvent has 
launched initiatives in each element of the model (see fig 1.) 

The Model depicts the only three ways more and higher paying jobs are created—grow 
existing companies, start new companies, and attract new companies to the region.  If 
successful in these efforts, the region will also see growth in non-export retail and local 
service jobs.  For the Job Creation Model to function efficiently, the entire model depends on 

2020 The Year in Review 

Fig1. Job Creation Model 
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three key components—Leadership, Workforce, and Regional Culture and Infrastructure.  
The reporting that follows, highlights these key concepts.  

LEADERSHIP
There are no better examples of applied leadership than listing actual examples of activity 
by the Hampton Roads Board of Directors over the past year:  

In addition to these outstanding examples, the Hampton Roads Region is fortunate to have 
the CIVIC Leadership Institute, the Chambers’ LEAD Programs, and Volunteer Hampton 
Roads; all working on various elements of “NextGen Leadership”.  

Alan Witt Electron Ion Collider 

Dubby Wynne HR Maritime Collaborative for Growth and Innovation 

Harry Lester, Dubby Wynne Regional Healthcare Initiative 

Jim Kibler, Glenn Carrington, 
Doug Smith 

757 Recovery & Resilience Framework 

Tom Frantz RVA·757 Connects 

Bob Crum Regional Fiber Ring/Regional Infrastructure 

Gilbert Bland Healthier 757 

John Reinhart Port Economic Development 

Howard Kern Regional Healthcare Initiative/HR Alliance Job Creation 
Efforts 

Tom Frantz, John Reinhart, 
Dubby Wynne 

GO VA Program 

Debbie DiCroce HRCF Activities, Equity & Inclusion, Workforce 
Development, Funding RHR, HR Alliance, RVA·757 
Connects 

John Lawson CHKD Pediatric Mental Health Building, Tech Center 

Bob Aston, Kevin Murphy, 
Monique Adams 

757 Collab/Start-ups 

Dubby Wynne, Harry Lester Restructuring and adequate resourcing for HR Alliance 
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Workforce 
Following leadership, essentially everyone 
agrees that Workforce is the most significant 
element of any region’s economic success.  
Since December 2018, substantial progress 
has been achieved in understanding our 
talent pipeline through studies funded by 
both the Hampton Roads Community 
Foundation and GO VA.  The Hampton Roads 
Workforce Council has launched a 
comprehensive pilot program that looks to 
validate their model in the Maritime Cluster.  
Recently, the two regional workforce boards 
received State approval to consolidate—a 
first in Virginia.  The merger will be complete in July 2021.  

Following approval of a GO VA grant, the Hampton Roads Workforce Council has initiated 
the Campus 757 program designed to attract and retain college students in our region.  This 
effort was delayed by the onset of the pandemic but has restarted with the hiring of the 
Program Manager. 

As part of the 757 Recovery and Resilience Action Framework, the Hampton Roads 
Workforce Council has pulled together 40 training/workforce providers to create a workforce 
coalition that meets regularly to inventory, identify gaps, and coordinate training programs. 

Regional Culture & Infrastructure
The final element of the Job Creation Model that applies to all elements of creating jobs is 
the regional culture and infrastructure component that establishes the foundation in any 
region upon which companies can grow, start up, or be attracted to the region.  Hampton 
Roads is blessed with a coastal Mid-Atlantic temperate location that is rich in history and 
attractive for tourism, the military, and the port.  These three, form the pillars of the regional 
economy.  While we need to diversify the economy from these three pillars, this should be an 
“in addition to—not from approach”.  In fact, all three have great potential for expansion 
and enhancement. 

• The Port. The physical expansion of the port has been an unqualified success and is an
example of the power of partnership between the Commonwealth, the Virginia Port
Authority, and the local business community.  Dredging to deepen and widen the
channel is currently underway and scheduled for completion in 2024.  Logical and
strategic expansions are planned at Craney Island through the year 2060 which will
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ensure that the Port of Hampton Roads remains the leader on the east coast of North 
America. 

• The Military.  With a total of 18 military and Federal facilities, including the world’s
largest Navy base as well as the North American headquarters of NATO, there is no
question that our region’s economy and culture rest on the military presence.
Previously, our work had been directed to a critically important piece of the military’s
priority-how to sustain and repair the fleet and shipyard.  The Maritime Industrial Base
Ecosystem.  (MIBE) led this important effort and as that work proceeded, we realized
that the area needed to be more encompassing to be truly optimized. During 2020 the
Hampton Roads Maritime Collaborative for Growth and Innovation was established as
a 501(c)(3) “to provide thought leadership, alignment, and organizational structure
that will identify, prioritize, and pursue impactful opportunities which meaningfully result
in long-term economic development and innovation for the Hampton Roads Maritime
Industrial Base Ecosystem.”  The HRMC Board has identified eight priority initiatives as
show below:

Also in 2020, Old Dominion University; at the HRMC Board’s request, Nancy Grden was 
authorized to serve as Executive Director of the Organization. In addition to the recently 
formed HRMC, the Hampton Roads Military and Federal Facilities Alliance focuses on all 
things military—completing the regional cultural foundation of strong and consistent support 
for preserving and growing the military presence in the region  

Fig. 2. HRMC 
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• Tourism. The final pillar of the region’s economy is tourism.  Our region is rich with assets
that have established visitation as an underlying component of the physical and
economic culture and its supporting infrastructure.  From Colonial Williamsburg,
through historic Fort Monroe, along with the Virginia Beach Resort area, Hampton
Roads offers various unique attractions that has spanned over decades and has
established a welcoming culture.

Regional Economic Development Sites
HRPDC’s GO VA application was approved for advancing 3 sites from Tier 2 to Tier 4 
readiness.  Reinvent Hampton Roads in partnership with the Port, VNG, and Dominion Energy 
funded initial site inventory.  A Regional Industrial Facilities Authority (RIFA) established that 
can fund site development and share revenues. The Jobs Collaboration Act provides that 
45% of state revenues from income taxes can be rebated to collaborating jurisdictions for 6 
years.  Phase II of the site inventory, 25 to 99 acres, was completed.  Hampton Roads 
Alliance to coordinate and market site inventory in conjunction with VEDP. 

Entrepreneurial Start-up Eco-System
The Virginia Innovation Partnership Authority was approved by the General Assembly of 
Virginia and became effective July 1, 2020.  Working collaboratively with the Department of 
Housing and Community Development, the GO VA grant (REI∙757) was amended to fund 
the contract with TechStars to conduct an assessment and develop specific 
recommendations for the Hampton Roads Regional Start-up Eco-System.  TechStars 
represents the “gold standard” in terms of expertise and experience in the world of start-ups.  
Their work will conclude by the end of 2021.  The findings and recommendations will be 
presented in April of 2021 with implementation activities to follow.  The Navy established a 
tech bridge and will locate in the Assembly co-working space when work is completed in 
May 2021.  The Hampton Roads Alliance received a GO VA planning grant to examine the 
potential to grow a robotics hub in the region.  

Scale-up of Small/Medium Sized Enterprises 
As part of the Hampton Roads Alliance’s expanded role, a Business Retention and Expansion 
(BRE) program has been established and a former VEDP employee has been hired to 
coordinate the effort in collaboration with our local economic development departments.  

Other Areas of Focus in 2020 
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By the end of 2020, the Virginia Port Authority completed its executive search due to the 
impending retirement of John Reinhart and selected Steven Edwards, who started in January 
2021.  Two Amazon centers are under construction in Suffolk and Chesapeake.  Huntington 
Ingalls Industries is under construction on the sub-surface autonomous vehicle manufacturing 
facility in Hampton. 

Hampton Roads Alliance 
The very successful restructuring and 
financing of the “Alliance” is completed.  In 
response to the impact of the pandemic, 
the new Hampton Roads Alliance took a 
lead role in establishing the 757 Recovery & 
Resilience Action Framework.  A GO VA 
grant was awarded to partially fund this 
national example of best practice.  The 
Action Framework will be rolled out in 
March of 2021. 

Regional Broadband/Cyber/Big Data 
The first phase of the Regional Broadband Fiber Network was advanced to 60% design in 
2020 and the Authority’s first Executive Director hired in June.  RFPs will be released in the 
Spring of 2021—one for publicly owned with private contract operation and a second 
approach for a privately constructed and network operated system.  A final decision is 
expected soon, and contracts awarded to permit construction to begin by end of 202.  
Phase 2, to extend to the fiber ring to the peninsula will follow.  Once completed, the 
regional fiber ring will deliver lower-cost, faster service with broader coverage to the 757.  In 
2020 Old Dominion University established the first school of cybersecurity offering both 
Undergraduate and Graduate degrees with enrollment exceeding 900.  

Port Economic 
Development/Advanced 
Manufacturing/Logistics
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Mega-Region
Following years of discussion, a 501(c)(3) called RVA·757 Connects was created.  An 
Executive Director (John Martin) was 
retained, and funds raised to begin 
the work of organizing, developing a 
joint agenda for the Mega-Region, 
and launching various initiatives.  
The purpose of RVA·757 Connects is 
to improve the economic 
performance of the larger region 
and to assist as appropriate each 
region and city/county in achieving their goals.  A GO VA grant application has been filed 
to assist in funding the initial project—a combined analysis of the talent pipeline in the Mega-
region.  Funding has been provided by both the Hampton Roads Community Foundation 
and the Richmond Community Foundation as well as corporate and private individuals.  A 
very successful all-day event, Convergence 2020 was held in October in Jamestown.  This 
jointly organized event was coordinated by the Chambers of Commerce from both regions 
and RVA·757 Connects.  This event will become an annual occurrence each fall. 

Tourism
In the two years since originally identifying specific opportunities, the world has changed 
dramatically in the hospitality and tourism economy with the onset of the pandemic.  
Despite that, new product has opened including the new sports complex in Virginia Beach.  
Before the pandemic, the general approach was that the tourism components in the 
economy were generally on track.  The largest concern was not being able to find an 
adequate labor supply.  Now the focus is on how we can help those out of work in the 
industry.  TCC is still contemplating a hospitality and culinary school; but plans have yet to 
solidify.  Despite the next year or so, the long-term outlook for tourism remains positive with 
new product (including two casinos) coming to the region.  Even now, according to the 
highly respected Smith Travel Research, Hampton Roads has fared the best of any 
metropolitan area in terms of the percentage of lost hotel occupancy year over year. 

Alternative Energy/Offshore Wind
In the two years since the RHR Board identified Alternative Energy as a specific regional 
opportunity, massive progress has been achieved.  The Governor and the General Assembly 
have adopted goals for achieving a carbon-neutral Virginia by 2050.   Dominion Energy has 
constructed the first two offshore wind turbines in federal waters during 2020.  The State has 
joined the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). The GO VA Program has awarded the 
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HR Alliance a grant to stand up an effort to realize an offshore wind supply chain hub in 
Hampton Roads. The Alliance has hired two key staff to spearhead this effort.  Thanks to 
TowneBank, they have established an OSW Gateway space on the second floor of the 
World Trade Center and launched an analysis of regional facilities and the entire supply 
chain.  These studies should be completed in the Spring of 2021.   RHR is a key partner with 
others in the Virginia Offshore Wind Consortium Executive Committee in which ODU has 
entered an MOU with the Commonwealth’s Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy to 
coordinate the development of offshore wind in the Mid-Atlantic region.  The appropriate 
and at-scale provision of alternative energy has taken on critical importance with the 
cancellation of the long anticipated Atlantic Coast Pipeline on July 5, 2020.  The conduct of 
an independent analysis of the adequacy of energy supplies and options is being explored 
for 2021. 

Jefferson Lab Expansion
Despite our best efforts in January of 2020, the US Dept. of Energy decided to locate the 
Electron Ion Collider at the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, New York.  While 
this most significant project was awarded to Brookhaven, Jefferson Lab scientists and 
engineers will be heavily involved in the design and construction of the facility.  In discussions 
with the Department of Energy, we have been led to believe that significant new programs 
and investments will be located at Jeff Lab.  Advanced quantum computational activities 
have been most frequently mentioned.  During the work-up prior to the EIC decision, our 
committee had retained Brand Federation to conduct interviews of key regional leaders.  
One of their findings reported back to the committee was that Jefferson Lab even without 
the EIC represents a powerhouse of advanced scientific presence in our region that we 
need to collectively promote and support.  Along those lines, the “Friends of Jeff Lab” group 
that was established to help build awareness and advocate for the lab’s growth has 
remained in place. 

Bio Science/Health
While Hampton Roads is not known for density in BioScience, we have strengths in BioHealth. 
In the last two years, LifeNet has continued its expansion. ReAlta Life Sciences has expanded 
into new space in an Opportunity Zone in Norfolk.  Virginia Bio has prepared a GO VA 
Competitive application to create a statewide network of bio hubs (patterned after the 
successful one in Charlottesville).  One of the four new hubs is planned for Hampton Roads.  
Virginia Beach is under construction of its BioPark in Princess Anne section of the City with the 
assistance of a GO VA site readiness grant. The Universities of Old Dominion and Norfolk State 
are pursing the development of the Commonwealth’s first School of Public Health following 
the release of the Manatt Regional Heath Care Study in December 2020 
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Virginia’s Initiative for Growth and Opportunity
(GO VA) 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the severe disruption to the economy, the 
State GO VA Board pivoted quickly and 
modified the grant requirements to encourage additional collaborations to address the 
once-in-a-century health and economic conditions.  As a result, GO VA Region 5 processed 
and made recommendations on a record number of requests.  During the summer and 
through the end of 2020 the Reinvent Hampton Roads staff was largely focused on grant 
reviews and encouragement of additional collaborations.  Eventually, 13 grants were 
approved by the Regional Council and the State Board.  A list of these grants is provided in 
the Appendix to this report.  Reinvent Hampton Roads is proud to have been part of the 
regional effort to creatively address the economic impacts caused by the pandemic.  This 
effort should continue through most of 2021.  

2020 will no doubt go down in history as a most challenging year. Despite that, Reinvent 
Hampton Roads with the great support from our partners, did not miss a beat.  We kept the 
office open every day.  Much of our efforts focused on the development of the 757 
Recovery & Resilience Action Framework and our important work administering the GO VA 
program under our agreement with the Region 5 GO VA Council.  The common goal of both 
efforts and the others as reviewed in this report, is not only to get through the crisis but to 
come out in a position to strengthen the economic performance of Hampton Roads going 
forward. 

Over the five-year history of Reinvent Hampton Roads it has been most rewarding to 
experience the culture of the region transition from one of competition to collaboration. 

With Pride in Our Region 

James K. Spore 
President and CEO 

Conclusion 
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Appendix 

Job Creation Model 

Reinvent Hampton Roads Chronology 
from 2016-2020 

List of Reports Sponsored or Managed by 
Reinvent Hampton Roads 

GO VA Grants Awarded from 2016-2020 





Other initiatives and activities 
• Industry Cluster Identification
• Pilot on Operational Efficiencies/Shared Services
• Port and Expanded Economic Development
• Branded Regional “Joint STEM/CTE Campus”
• Aggressive outreach efforts with various regional partners and stakeholders

2016: the Birth of Regional 
Collaboration

Regional Job 
Creation 

Model 
Established

Reinvent 
Hampton 

Roads 
Advisory 
Cabinet  

Established

Regional 
Export 

Accelerator 
Program 
(REAP) 
created 

Entrepreneur 
in Residence 

NASA Langley

Action 
Plan for 
Future 
Growth 

Completed

Restructuring 
a New Model 

for 
Economic 

Development

Regional 
Call to 
Action



2017: Points of Progress
RHR 

becomes 
Support 

Organization 
for

GO VA 
Region 5

Regional 
Workforce 

Gap 
Analysis

RHR BOD 
identifies 
regional 

Workforce & 
Job Creation 

Segments

Industry 
Cluster Scale-
Up SME and 

Steering 
Committees

Economic 
Growth & 

Diversification 
Plan Adopted

Establishment 
of Start-up and 
Entrepreneurial  

Ecosystem

Go VA 
Region 5 

Initial 
Projects 

Approved

Other initiatives and activities
• Port of Virginia Opportunity Analysis
• Grant Award from U.S. Department of Commerce (I-6 Challenge Grant) to establish 

Business Accelerator
• Envisioning of Regional Site Inventory Initiative
• Regional Dashboard Project with UWSHR, Strome College, HREDA, and the Hampton 

Roads Planning District Commission
• Access to Capital Analysis Completed
• 5 initial GO VA Project Grants Reviewed



2018: Picking up Steam

Port of VA 
Opportunity 

Analysis 
Completed

Industry 
Scale up 
Initiative 

with 
GENEDGE

RHR initiated a 
preliminary 

study to 
consider the 

Hampton 
Roads “brand”

IBM Strategic 
Analysis and 
Plan adopted 
by Hampton 

Roads Alliance

RHR 
facilitated 

Site 
Inventory 

Certification 
Project

HR/RVA 
Mega-
Region 

convened 
via 

Regional 
Visit

RHR BOD 
Identifies 15 

Specific 
Regional 

Opportunities

Other initiatives and activities 
• Regional Fiber Ring (Broadband Initiative)
• Offshore Wind Advocacy & State Task Force Membership
• NextGen Leadership Initiative
• Marketing and communications increase leading to an uptick in outreach and speaking 

engagements for CEO
• Support of Mega Region Concept
• Support of TCC/Suffolk Property/ Williams Farm
• 4 GO VA Grants approved



2019: Moving the Needle

Led collaborative 
effort  to 

Transform the 
Hampton Roads 

“Alliance”

Regional 
Workforce 

Gap Analysis: 
Phase II 

Mega-Region 
Collaborative 
Established

Prepare & 
Adopt 1st 
update to 
Economic 
Growth & 

Diversification 
Plan

Renew 
Comprehensive 

Economic 
Development 

Strategy 
(CEDS)

Regional 
Branding 
Initiative

Other initiatives and activities 
• Collaboration with application for Ion Collider
• RHR Board increases members
• Offshore Wind Advocacy efforts
• Regional Support activities: ACP and Williams Tract
• 7 GO VA Projects approved



2020: 
Making a Difference/Changing the Culture

RVA 757 Connects 
Established

Hampton Roads 
Maritime 

Collaborative 
created

Partner with 8 
Business 

Organizations in 757 
Recovery and 

Resilience Framework

Record number of GO VA Projects 
approved by 

Region 5 Council

• Support MIBE Strategy Committee
• Continued Advocacy for Offshore Wind- First turbines installed COP filled
• RHR Board Increases Members-NextGen and More Diverse
• Options for Regional Natural Gas Supply
• Support RVA·757 Connects
• 13 GO VA Projects approved by State Board 

Other initiatives and activities 



Collaborative Reports and Studies 

• The Action Plan for Future Economic Growth

in the Hampton Roads Region

(GMU/ 2016)

• Maximizing Cluster Driven Economic

Development with the High Impact Targeting

System – foundational work for Scale-Up

Initiative

(Center for Regional Economic Competitiveness, Core Value & MIT 
Industrial Performance Center/2017)

• Situational Analysis of the Entrepreneurial Eco-system

(Monique Adams & Evans McMillion/ 2017)

• Access to Capital in Hampton Roads (Talkeetna, LLC/2017)

• GO Virginia Region 5 Economic Growth and Diversification Plan: Moving 
Hampton Roads Forward (ODU, GMU, & The Natelson Dale Group
Inc./2017)

• Regional Economic Development Sites Inventory (HRPDC/2018)

• Establishment of Eastern Virginia Regional Industrial Facility

Authority/EVRIFA (2018)

• Entrepreneur-in-Residence Program Pilot Study (Tech Center, LLC/2018)

• Site Assessment Study for Hampton Roads (Timmons Group/2018)

• The Port of Virginia Opportunity Analysis (CBRE/2018)

• Regional Economic Development Best Practices (Brookings Institute/2018)

• Updated GO Virginia Region 5 Economic Growth and Diversification Plan: 
Moving Hampton Roads Forward (ODU/2019)

• Eastern Shore Sanitary Sewer Transmission Force Main Study (HRSD/2019)

• Accomack-Northampton Sewer & Sites Study (A-NPDC/2019)

• Hampton Roads Regional Branding Initiative (SIR/2019)

• Electron ION Collider Survey Report (Brand Federation/2019)

• Updated Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy/CEDS

(ODU/2020)

• Identifying Opportunities and Strategies to Strengthen the Hampton Roads 
Healthcare Ecosystem (Mannat Health Strategies, LLC/2020) 



Project Name Strategy Award Match/Leverage Total Investment

Virginia Digital Shipbuilding Grant #1 Workforce Development $647,540 $938,500 $1,586,040

Virginia Cyber Alliance Grant #1 Workforce Development $642,713 $750,100 $1,392,813

Hampton Roads Unmanned Systems Park Startup Eco System $150,000 $150,000 $300,000

757 Seed Fund Startup Eco System $140,000 $256,000 $396,000

Virginia Digital Shipbuilding Grant #2 Workforce Development $647,540 $938,500 $1,586,040

Virginia Cyber Alliance Grant #2 Workforce Development $642,713 $750,100 $1,392,813

Hampton Roads Coalition for Talent

Development Workforce Development $99,705 $100,000 $199,705

Accomack-Northampton Sewer and Sites

Study

Site Development &

Infrastructure $65,000 $65,000 $130,000

757 Angel Network Startup Eco System $240,000 $479,000 $719,000

The GIG Startup Eco System $85,117 $115,728 $200,845

REI:757 Startup Eco System $266,667 $133,333 $400,000

COVA MAP Workforce Development $1,532,500 $1,636,500 $3,169,000

Campus757 Workforce Development $95,838 $96,500 $192,338

Eastern Shore Hydro Drone Cluster Scale-up $99,300 $100,680 $199,980

OSW Supply Chain Hub Development Cluster Scale-up 529,788 $290,840 $820,628

757 Recovery & Resilience ERR FAST Access $100,000 $100,000 $200,000

Re-tooling Virginia Manufacturers ERR Competitive $295,000 $1,475,000 $1,770,000

Regional Robotics Inv. Hub Workforce Development $73,000 $38,000 $111,000

Virginia K-12 Computer Science Pipeline Competitive $2,424,537 $3,106,015 $5,530,552

Virginia Bio Connect Competitive $1,599,653 $1,521,149 $3,120,802

Launching a Coastal Resilience and Adaptation

Economy

Competitive $2,937,163 $3,743,651
$6,680,814

Hampton Roads Economic Development Sites 

Readiness

Per Capita $1,122,240 $8,056,960
$9,179,200

HRWC Talent Pipeline Development Program Per Capita $663,696 $332,000
$995,696

Greater Williamsburt Target Industry Sector Analysis Enhanced Capacity $36,375 $12,125
$48,500

Regional Robotics Innovation Hub Competitive $73,000 $38,000 $111,000

RVA-757 Connects I-64 Corridor Talent

Pipeline

Competitive $90,000 $45,000
$135,000

Virginia Virtual Maritime Trades Training ERR FAST Access $100,000 $200,000 $300,000

Grand Totals
$15,399,085 $25,468,681 $40,867,766

2020

2020

2017-2020

2020

2020

2020

2019

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2018

2018

2018

2018

2019

Region 5 GO Virginia Grants Awarded as of December 2020

Year Awarded

2017

2017
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